1. INTRODUCTION The probabilistic setting for approximately solved problems has been studied in a number of papers; see, e.g., (Lee and Wasilkowski, 1986; Traub et al., 1988) and papers cited therein. Roughly speaking, it can be described in the following way. Suppose that we want to approximate the solutions SY-, for f E F, where S: F + G is an operator, F is a linear space, and G is a normed linear space. The elements S(j) are approximated by Ucf) E G, where Ucf) = 4(Ncf)) with information Ncf) consisting of n values of linear functionals Liv), and with an algorithm 4: N(F) + G being an arbitrary mapping. Assuming that the space F is endowed with a given probability measure /,L, the quality of U = 4 0 N is measured by the p-probability that the error [IS(j) -U('j)ll is small. That is, for a given parameter 6 E (0, l), we seek an "optimal" algorithm U that, with probability at least 1 -6, approximates Scf) to within E for as small E as possible. Equivalently: for a given 6 E (0, l), we want to find a pair (U, E) such that E is the smallest number for which p(CfE F: [IS(~) -U(j)II 5 E}) 2 1 -6. Since the bound E is independent off, it is an a priori bound. Since we seek the smallest E, in the probabilistic setting we actually search for U = $J 0 N that admits the sharpest a priori error bounds.
In this paper, we propose a more general approach by permitting a posteriori bounds. That is, in addition to algorithms $, we let bounds Bcf,
